We present potential energy surfaces for Rh-CO obtained from density functional theory for two electronic states of Rh-CO. We have performed local spin-density calculations including relativistic as well as gradient corrections. The construction of a reasonably accurate atom-atom potential for Rh-CO is not possible. We were much more successful in constructing the potential energy surfaces by representing the potential as a spherical expansion. The expansion coefficients, which are functions of the distance between the rhodium atom and the carbon monoxide center of mass, can be represented by LennardJones, Buckingham, or Morse functions, with an error of the fit within 10 kJ/mol. The potential energy surfaces$ using Morse functions, predict that the electronic ground state of Rh-CO is 2 ' or 'A. This is a linear structure with an equilibrium distance of rhodium to the carbon monoxide center of mass of 0.253 nm. The bonding enerq is -184 kJ/mol. Further, Morse functions predict that the first excited state is A'. This is a bent structure (LRh-CO = 14" ) with an equilibrium distance of rhodium to the carbon monoxide center of mass of 0.298 nm. The bonding energy of this state is -60 kJ/mol. Both these predictions are in good agreement with the agtual density functional calculations. We fymd 0.250 nm with -205 kJ/mol for Z+ and 0.253 nm with -199 kJ/mol for A. For 4A', we found 0.271 nm, LRh-CO = 30", with -63 kJ/mol. The larger deviation for :A' than for 'Z' or *A is a consequence of the fact that the minimum for A' is a very shallow well. 0 1994 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. nological importance and of great catalytic interest. Examples of where this interaction plays a crucial role are the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of hydrocarbons,' the catalytic production of methane: and automobile exhaust ~atalysis.~ Because of this, the interaction between carbon monoxide and transition metals is both experimen-
Introduction
he interaction of carbon monoxide with a tally and theoretically intensively s t~d i e d .~ It is generally described by the Blyholder model. In this model, the bonding is the result of the (repulsive) donation of the 5a orbital of carbon monoxide to empty metal levels and the (attractive) back donation from the metal to the empty 277* orbital of carbon monoxide:
In theoretical studies, the chemisorption processes (assuming that the interaction of carbon monoxide with the surface is mainly of a local nature) has been investigated using various transition metal clusters to model the surface. The most commonly studied transition metals are nickel, copper, and platinum.6 When one is interested in quantitative correct properties, the cluster model shows its limitations and care must be taken when comparing the results to experiments involving real surfaces. The calculated results will depend largely on cluster size, and the convergence as a function of cluster size is usually slow. Although these shortcomings of the cluster model are apparent, the model proves to be useful when one is interested in a qualitative description rather than quantitative accuracy. Also, the results of cluster calculations can often directly be compared with molecular beam experiment^.^ Because we only performed calculations with one transition metal atom, the calculated properties are quantitatively not correct for the carbon monoxide chemisorption on a surface. Nevertheless, it is possible to draw interesting conclusions from such model calculations, as has been shown in previous calculations using various ab initio methods.*,' We will focus on the interaction of carbon monoxide with rhodium using density functional theory (DFT)." Within DFT it is possible to obtain molecular properties which compare well with measured properties. Rhodium has a partial filled 3d shell, which is nearly degenerate with the 4s shell. This partially filled d shell gives rise to interesting catalytic properties. Carbon monoxide adsorbs molecularly on rhodium at room temperature, but dissociative adsorption occurs at reaction temperatures." Because of this, rhodium is a catalyst for the synthesis of oxygenated compounds and hydrocarbons. Particular promoters, like Tho,, MOO,, and V'O,, enhance the selectivity to oxygenated compounds." Rhodium is also used in catalysts for motor cars for the total oxidation of carbon monoxide by incomplete oxidation of hydrocarbons. These facts motivate e~perimental'~ and theoretical*, '*-I7 studies of the rhodium-carbon monoxide system.
We will present an analytic potential energy surface (PES) for Rh-CO.l*~'' The concept of a PES, which is based on the assumption that in a molecule electronic motion and nuclear motion are separable, is one of the important ideas in chemical physics. Much research effort is directed both to determining PES from spectroscopic data and by the methods of quantum chemistry, and to using such surfaces for dynamical calculations and the simulation of spectra. In our understanding of the dynamics of chemical reactions, at the most qualitative level the activation barrier can be understood in terms of the variation of potential energy along the reaction coordinate. At a more detailed and quantitative level, the dynamics of a chemical reaction can be understood fully in terms of motion of the nuclei on a potential energy surface. Although methods are being developed which do not use the Born-Oppenheimer surface?' most theoretical treatment of the dynamics, whether classical, semiclassical, or quantum, still uses some form of PES. These potentials are used extensively in molecular dynamics (MD) studies. With MD methods we will be able to study, for example, the kinetics of carbon monoxide dissociation on a rhodium surface. These kinds of studies would be much more difficult, if not impossible, with the conventional cluster approach. An example of investigating the dynamics of a chemisorptive processes is a trajectory study of carbon monoxide on a small copper cluster." The PESs we will present here are only the first step in our attempt to describe the interaction of carbon monoxide with a rhodium surface. The interaction of carbon monoxide with only one rhodium atom is most likely not able to describe quantitatively the interaction of the substrate with the surface. We find, for example, that our PESs are not very anisotropic. For rhodium, however (like for most elements from the middle of the transition series), directional bonding is important. Preliminary calculations of carbon monoxide adsorption on some rhodium clusters indeed show larger anisotropy. We will try to achieve an improved PES by including results of the interaction of carbon monoxide with small and large rhodium clusters." There are already some schemes available to incorporate an approximation to the manyatom interactions that are currently neglected by our PESs.,, We expect that employing such a scheme to the PESs presented here will enable us to obtain a more quantitative PES for the interaction of carbon monoxide with a rhodium surface.
Theory COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We performed, within the density functional formalism, spin-unrestricted calculations using the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN) local spin-density functional," as implemented in the Amsterdam density-functional (ADF) program system developed by Baerends and co-workers.25 ADF repre sents the molecular orbitals as linear combinations of atomic Slater-type orbitals (STOs), computes the integrals numerically?6 and computes the bonding energies with the Ziegler transition state meth0d.2~ The bonding energy AEb is defined as the energy difference between the fragments ( A and B) and the overall molecule (AB) It can be separated into two different contributions:
Here A Esteric, referred to as the steric repulsion, is the energy change due to superposition of the fragments A and B without changing their molecular orbitals. AEht, the interaction energy, represents the energy change upon the formation of the molecular orbitals of A-B. The steric interaction can be split as
which are the exchange repulsion and the electrostatic interactions, respectively. This decomposition of the bonding energy can be useful for analyzing a chemical bond.%
To go beyond the local spin-density approximation (LSDA), we used gradient corrections (or nonlocal corrections) to the bonding energy by B e~k e '~,~~ for the exchange and by Perdew3' for correlation, or we used the correlation self-interaction correction of Stoll et al?2, 33 Relativistic corrections were included by using a relativistic core, including relativistic effects on the valence electrons as perturbation to first order.M For rhodium we tested two different basis sets. In the first set, the electrons up to and including the 4 p core were frozen, leaving nine valence electrons. The valence functions were of doublet quality with a triple-td. In the second set, the electrons up to and including the 3d core were frozen, leaving 17 valence electrons. In this set, the valence functions were of triple-t quality with a double-ls function. The basis sets show only small differences. We thus decided to use the first one for all the further calculations because it is smaller. For carbon and oxygen, the 1s core was frozen. Here the valence functions are again of double-5 quality. For all three atoms, a polarization function was added to the basis set. Single-t functions were used for core orthogonalization. Table I shows the exponents of the STO basis sets for rhodium, carbon, and oxygen we used.
THE REPRESENTATION OF THE POTElyTLQL
There are a number of methods for constructing analytical potential energy surfaces (PES) for triatomic systemss The simplest is the construction of an atom-atom potential (see Fig. 1 for the coordina tes).
We have added a parameter C in eq. (4) to de- scribe excited states. The second method is the spherical expansion. Fixing the carbon monoxide bond length, we can specify the Rl-CO system by a distance R and an angle 0 ( . ., n -1. We use n = 10. This is slightly larger than necessary. Within the accuracy of our DFT calculations, an exact representation is obtained by restriction on the summation in eq. (5) to terms I I 8. The R dependence of the expansion coefficients is determined in a leastsquares fit with weights. For the bonding energy, we tried three different functions: a Lennard-Jones form,
R6
and a Morse form
In our case, the least-squares fit with weights to obtain the parameters in these functions was done on the coefficients a1 calculated for 10 distances ( R = 0. 150, 0.175, 0.200, 0.225, 0.250, 0.275, 0.300, 0.325, 0.350, and 0.375 nm) . The term C6,, in these functions originates from the fact that for R + the excited state PES should converge to the excitation energy of rhodium from the ground state 4F (4d85s') to the first excited state ' 0 (4d9).
Results and Discussion

THE RHODIUM ATOM AND THE CARBON MONOXIDE MOLECULE
Before starting with DFT calculations on the Rh-CO system, some variations of DFT were tested on the rhodium atom/ion and the carbon monoxide molecule. We concentrated on the electronic ground state and excitation energies of the rhodium atom, and the bonding energy, equilibrium distance, vibration frequency, and dipole moment of the carbon monoxide molecule. All these properties are experimentally well known. Our main results for a number of excitation energies and the ionization potential of the rhodium atom/ion are listed in Table 11 . The results for carbon monoxide are shown in Table 111 .
From Table I1 we can see that our unrestricted calculations, including relativistic corrections, are able to yield the correct ground state for the rhodium atom: Rh(d'~l;~F), whereas LSDA usually gives a 4d9 configuration as ground state.38 This would lead to underestimates of the metal-carbon monoxide bonding energy?9 The first-order relativistic approach used here is adequate for the calculation of bond energies in compounds containing elements as heavy as gold ( Z = 79),40 so we expect that the use of more sophisticated relativistic methods would not greatly alter our results. The result obtained without any gradient corrections shows little difference between the two states. When gradient corrections for the exchange (Becke) and correlation (Perdew) are included, the excitation energy improves. Re- placing the Perdew correction with the Stoll correction lowers the calculated excitation energy somewhat. Table I1 also shows the excitation energies from the ground state to R h (~l~s~;~F ) , and from the ionic ground state R h + ( d s ; 3 F ) to Rh+( d7s'; 5F> and the ionization potential. In general, the best agreement is obtained when we use VWN with Stoll and Becke correction. Table I11 shows the calculated equilibrium distance, dissociation energy, dipole moment, and stretch frequency for carbon monoxide. Except for the dissociation energy, these properties do not vary much with the various methods or corrections we used. The influence of relativistic corrections for light atoms such as carbon and oxygen is negligible. Spin-orbit effects do occur, but because our implementation only includes relativistic effects as a first-order perturbation on the core electrons, spin-orbit effects are neglected. The basis set effects in carbon monoxide were already studied in detail. For small Rh-CO distances, the ground state is a doublet (22+ or 'A for the linear geometry, 2A' otherwise), corresponding to the 4d9 configuration of rhodium. For larger Rh-CO distances, the quartet (4A for linear geometries, 4A' otherwise), corresponding to the 4d85s' configuration of rhodium, is the lowest. This is in agreement with the ground states of the rhodium atom and the carbon monoxide molecule separated at infinity. In contrast to earlier calculations by Koutecky et al., who found that the 4A state was repulsive at every distance: we find the 4A' state to be slightly bonding. Mains and White15 have found an optimized linear geometry for the quartet, which they call 4X, but they only report on the total energy.
The C-0 distance ( r ) was fixed at 0.1128 nm4' for all the calculations on the rhodium-carbon monoxide system. Neglecting different r 's for carbon monoxide might be a source of error to the PES that we want to develop because the carbon monoxide bond is expected to relax upon the bond formation of carbon monoxide with the rhodium (because of the electron donation from rhodium into the 27r* orbitals of carbon monoxide). Therefore, we tested the approximation of fixing r by calculating near the equilibrium geometry of the X' ground state of Rh-CO (the ' A state lies 7 kJ/mol higher near the equilibrium geometry) the formation energy of Rh-CO from the separate atoms for several C-0 distances. We found that the carbon oxygen bond indeed relaxes significantly, from 0.1128 nm to approximately 0.117-0.118 nm. However, the change in bonding energy is relatively small. For geometries further away from the equilibrium geometry of the 'C+ ground state (or the 'A state) of Rh-CO, we expect that the influence of CO relaxation is even smaller, concluding that we do not introduce a large error when we neglect this degree of freedom in our PES development. Also, at this moment we are not interested in the dissociation of carbon monoxide. The value of C is 0 for 4A' and 10 kJ / mot for 2A. Root mean square errors are 35 and 9 kJ/mol for the doublet and quartet, respectively.
THE RHODIUM-CARBON MONOXIDE POTENTIALENERGYSURFACES
We tried to obtain an atom-atom potential [eq. (4) , where both V, , and VRhO are Lennard-Jones form functions, eq. (6a)l because they are widely used and more easy to apply in molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. The development of such an atom-atom potential was less successful than the results we obtained by representing the potential as a spherical expansion. The parameters for the atom-atom potential we obtained are shown in Table IV , and those for the spherical expansion in Tables V and VI. These results are obtained by a least-squares fit with weights. The weights are proportional to eCE/', where E = 81 kJ/mol. The weights were necessary because, especially for R = 0.150 nm and small or large 0, the rhodium atom is close to either the carbon or the oxygen atom. This yields a strong repulsion, which would completely determine a fit without the weights. While using weights, the fit is only incorrect at the irrelevant geometries where there is an extremely strong repulsion. The value of E is somewhat arbitrary. The initial value we used was 324 kJ/mol, but we also tried 243 kJ/mol, 162 kJ/mol, and 81 kJ/mol. We tried to find the best value for E that gives a good fit around the minima and for large R, whereas all essential characteristics of the repulsive part of the PESs are retained. In the weighted fit of our atom-atom potential, E = 81 kJ/mol seems to be the best value. For larger values of E , we get a bad fit, whereas for smaller values of E the repulsive part of the PESs vanishes completely. Despite the use of weights, the rootmean-square (rms) deviation of this Lennard-Jones type of fit was around 35 kJ/mol for the doublet and 9 kJ/mol for the quartet. For the doublet this is too large. Moreover, the equilibrium geometry for the doublet and the quartet is inaccurate. This can be seen from Table VII, which shows a poor comparison between the PESs and the actual calculated minima. Other analytical forms do not really yield a better result. It is possible to derive expressions, using variational calculus, for the optimal atom-atom potentials V, , and VRho in terms of the bonding energy A Eb by minimization of where w (R,,, R,,,) is some weight function. The integral is over all realizable combinations of R, , and Rm0. The resulting expressions can be evaluated numerically, yielding numerical representations for V,, and VR,,."3 We found that this procedure gave only potentials that were marginally better than the atom-atom LennardJones, thus proving that an atom-atom potential is not suited for Rh-CO.
We tried with the functional forms of eqs. (6a)-(&) to fit our data with a global rms error lower than 10 kJ/mol. The results for the separate contributions to the bonding energy [eqs. (2) and (3)l are not presented here because our attempts to fit these were not satisfactory. The exchange repulsion [eq. (3)] could be fitted to a high degree of accuracy using However, fits of the two other contributions to the bonding energy, the electrostatic interaction [eq. (3)] and the orbital interaction [eq. (2)], were less successful because we could not find a suitable functional form. The best rms error of both of these fits was well above 10 kJ/mol. There are functional forms that are derived for these interactions between systems at large distances,44 but these need not be appropriate when the orbitals of rhodium and carbon monoxide overlap. Damping functions have been suggested to improve the description for small R.& However, we find that, at least for the electrostatic interaction, the interaction increases rather than decreases for decreasing distances. Because the knowledge of the separate contributions to the bonding of carbon monoxide on rhodium is not essential for our further study, we will focus only on the bonding energy. The results of the fit of the total bonding energy with Buckingham [eq. (6b)l and Morse [eq. (641 are shown in Tables V and VI, respectively. These results are again obtained by a least-squares fit with weights. The weights are proportional to e -E / E I where E = 162 kJ/mol for the Buckingham and E = 243 kJ/mol for the Morse fit. Also in these cases we tried to use the largest value of E that gives a good fit around the minima and for large R, whereas all essential characteristics of the repulsive part of the PESs are retained.
We also determined a fit of Lennard-Jones type [eq. (6a)], with E = 81 kJ/mol, but the results for the doublet and quartet states of Rh-CO are rather poor. The rms error in bonding energy was 65 kJ/mol for the doublet state and 18 kJ/mol for the quartet state. The results using Buckingham or Morse functions are much better. For the doublet state we find rms errors of 13 and 11 kJ/mol, and for the quartet state we find rms errors of 10 and 10 kJ/mol, respectively for Buckingham (Table V) and Morse (Table VI) . Note that for all potential forms the usual attractive part of the potential is sometimes used to fit repulsion. For the fit involving Buckingham functions, we were in some cases unable to use both terms to fit repulsion; in such cases the R -6 was removed from the fit (fixed to zero). Contour plots of the two potential energy surfaces which we obtained with the Morse fit [eq. (6c)l are shown in Figure 2 . The difference between the two surfaces at infinite separation of the rhodium atom from the carbon monoxide molecule is set to exactly 33.77 kJ/mol. This is the experimental difference, averaged over J states, of Rh(d8s'; 4F> and Rh(d9; 2D)I and we fitted with this constraint>6 The rms deviation for the Morse fit was the smallest, around 10 kJ/mol.
For the remaining part of this discussion, we will concentrate on the PES which we obtained by fitting to the Morse function (Table VI) because this gave the best fit. We will compare our results with quantum chemical calculations (Table VII) . This PES predicts that the ground state of Rh-CO is *Z+ or 2A, the linear geometry, with a bonding energy of -184 kJ/mol and with an equilibrium distance of rhodium to the CO center of mass of 0.253 nm. The first excited state is predicted to be A', a bent structure (LRh-CO = 14") with a bonding energy of -66 kJ/mol and with an equilibrium distance of rhodium to the carbon monoxide center of mass of 0.298 nm. Additional DFT calculations around the PES minima show that the fit is reasonable (compare the last two rows of Table VII ). The geometry of the quartet minimum is shallow, and larger deviations between DFT and the PES than for the doublet are to be expected. The values for the bonding energy of carbon monoxide to rhodium seem to be somewhat too large compared with experimental values for CO adsorption on single crystals of rhodium. On the Rh-CO molecule itself, only a few theoretical 
Conclusions
We have calculated two PESs for the interaction of carbon monoxide with a rhodium atom using DFT. The PESs correspond to the electronic ground state at short and large Rh-CO distances, respectively. At short distances the system is a doublet, and at large distances it is a quartet. It was necessary to do unrestricted calculations, which include gradient as well as relativistic corrections. It could be proven that atom-atom potentials were not appropriate to describe this system. The PESs could be fitted best with a spherical expansion and Morse forms for the expansion coefficients.
It seems that no reliable ab initio result for Rh-CO is available for comparison and for judging the performance of our DFT results. The two previous ab initio studies8, l4 give puzzling results. We found somewhat larger bonding energies than most previous calculations. This may be due to the common overestimation of bonding energies in DFT, even though we have included gradient corrections. Our results agree reasonably well with previous DFT calculations on R~I-CO.'~ We think, however, that we cannot exclude the possibility that other calculations may have underestimated the correlation in Rh-CO. The large contributions of the different orders of perturbation theory14 seem to point in that direction. The INDO results16 seem to be in remarkable agreement with both DFT calculations on Rh-CO.
Preliminary calculations (using the same methods as in this article) on the interaction of carbon monoxide with some rhodium clusters show reasonable agreement with experiments, substantiating our results for Rh-CO. Comparing the same calculations with predictions by the PESs presented here, it seems that our PESs are not anisotropic enough. This shows the need to improve the PESs presented here. Using the results for the interaction of carbon monoxide with rhodium clusters, we want to incorporate the many-atom interactions that are currently neglected by our PESs in an approximate way. We expect that this will enable us to obtain a more quantitative PES for the interaction of carbon monoxide with a rhodium surface.
